FOR ACTIVE DAYS, GIVE YOUR POD A PAL.

Looking for additional support during the summer months, sports or water activities? We’ve got you covered. Try PodPals™, an adhesive overlay accessory for the Pod developed by the makers of the Omnipod® Insulin Management System!

- Waterproof*  
- Flexible design  
- Medical grade  
- Custom-fit for the Pod

TO ORDER,  
call 888.522.2545 or visit www.sugarmedical.com/podpals

*IP28 rating. Up to 25 feet for 60 minutes. The PDM is not waterproof.
PodPals™ INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

PodPals™ are intended to be accessories that may be used to assist in adherence of the skin attachment area surrounding the Pod while using the Omnipod® System.

1. Before pressing down to secure the PodPal™, make sure it covers all edges of the Pod's adhesive pad, and does not cover any part of the Pod, especially the cannula viewing window.

2. Open the package by pulling the tabs apart.

3. Peel back and completely remove the top layer of paper backing (A).

4. With the sticky side facing down, fit the PodPal™ over the Pod. Avoid touching the adhesive. Instead, hold using the paper backings (B). Do not stretch the PodPal™ prior to, or during application.

5. Before pressing down to secure the PodPal™, make sure it covers all edges of the Pod's adhesive pad, and does not cover any part of the Pod, especially the cannula viewing window.

6. Gently peel off the paper backings (B) from both sides.

7. Press down on all areas to secure the PodPal™ to the skin and the Pod's adhesive pad. Make sure you smooth out any wrinkles.

To Remove

When ready to remove your PodPal™, gently peel up on its edges and lift from the skin. Remove the PodPal™ first, then the Pod.

APPLICATION TIPS

+ Make sure the application site is clean and thoroughly dry before application. Avoid using body lotions, creams or oils, as these products may loosen the adhesive.

+ Press down and hold the PodPal™ for 30 seconds after application to ensure maximum adhesion.

+ Press down and smooth out the overlay as needed to avoid wrinkles.

+ When applying your PodPal™ in a hard-to-reach site location, assistance may be required.

+ Once applied, the PodPal™ must remain in place for the life of the Pod.

Visit myomnipod.com/PodPals for more information on PodPals™ and helpful tips to maximize adhesion.